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Subject: Erection of offshore wind farms: a significant impact across all European ecosystems 
and lasting effects at their location

On 24 November 2020, the television channel Arte broadcast a documentary entitled ‘La face cachée 
des énergies vertes’ [the hidden face of green energy]. This documentary brought many shocking 
facts to light1.

There is a very real environmental impact during the construction stage of offshore wind farms, which 
has been measured2. The whole ecosystem is disturbed3 and there are many studies demonstrating 
how the area’s wildlife, and particularly its bird life, flee the location4.

However, human activities are also affected. Erecting wind turbines alters fishing patterns5. The lack 
of any precise answers as yet to basic questions – such as will the area will be open to shipping, and 
will both day and night fishing be allowed – is causing the fishing profession huge anxiety.

Lastly, rare earths are consumed in construction of this renewable energy infrastructure, mainly 
through the permanent magnets needed for offshore wind farms. These minerals are mined abroad6 
and have an extremely high ecological impact.

As one of the aims of the European Green Deal is to restore biodiversity and cut pollution, what will 
the Commission do concerning offshore wind farm projects, given that they have a quantifiable effect 
on biodiversity and ecosystems?
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